It has been proposed that the primary visual cortex (V1) creates a saliency map using autonomous intra-cortical mechanisms. This saliency of a visual location describes the location's ability to attract attention without top-down factors. It increases monotonously with the firing rate of the most active V1 cell responding to that location. Given the prevalent feature selectivities of V1 cells (many tuned to more than one feature dimension), no separate feature maps, or any subsequent combinations of them, are needed to create a saliency map. This proposal has been demonstrated in a biologically based V1 model. By relating the saliencies of the visual search targets or object (texture) boundaries to the eases of the visual search or segmentation tasks, the model accounted for behavioral data such as how task difficulties can be influenced by image features and their spatial configurations. This proposal links physiology with psychophysics, thereby making testable predictions some of which are subsequently confirmed experimentally.
likely to attract attention and be further processed. The primary visual cortex receives many top-down inputs from higher visual areas. Hence, bottom-up saliency map in V1 is an idealization when the top-down influences are ineffective ( 
[IRRELEVANT SINGLETONS CAPTURE ATTENTION]), such as very shortly after visual presentation ([STIMULUS-DRIVEN GUIDANCE OF VISUAL ATTENTION IN NATURAL SCENES]
)and without specific top-down knowledge, or when the animal is under aneathesia. Furthermore, the saliency value is regardless of the visual features like color and orientation (Treisman and Gelade 1980) such that, e.g., the saliency of a red dot can be compared with that of a vertical moving bar (see [SALIENCE OF FEA-TURE CONTRAST]). This property may have led to a common belief, as implicitly or explicitly expressed in previous works (Koch and Ullman 1985, Itti et al 1998) on saliency maps, that saliency must be signalled by cells untuned to features, such as cells in parietal cortex (Gottlieb et al 1998, see [MODELS OF BOTTOM-UP ATTENTION AND SALIENCY]) and that the saliency map must be outside V1 whose cells are feature tuned. However, just like the purchasing power of an UK sterling is regardless of the holder's nationality or gender, the firing rate of V1 cells could be an universal currency for saliency with or without simultaneously decoding the input features from them. Finally, using V1's output for saliency signal (to direct eye movements perhaps by sending outputs to the superior colliculus) does not preclude V1 from sending its outputs to other visual areas and contributing to other visual computations such as object recognition.
The response of a V1 cell to inputs within its classical receptive field (CRF) can be influenced by contextual inputs near but outside the CRF, due to the long but finite range intra-cortical interactions linking nearby cells (Knierim and van Essen 1992, Kapadia et al 1995) . Hence, the saliency of a location is determined both by the input strength (or contrast) at that location and by its context, as expected (see [SALIENCE OF FEATURE CONTRAST], [SCENE STATISTICS AND SALIENT FEATURES]). Furthermore, any visual location can evoke responses from many V1 cells whose CRFs overlap. For instance, a small vertical red bar may excite cells tuned to vertical orientation, or cells tuned to red but untuned to orientation, or cells whose optimal orientation is 5 degrees from vertical and whose tuning width is 15 o , etc. The proposed saliency of a location is determined by the firing rate of the most responsive cell to it, regardless of the cell's optimal feature value. (This way, no and minimal computation is needed to decide how cells contribute to signaling the saliency of a location). Hence, the saliency of the red vertical bar are likely signalled by a cell tuned to vertical, or a cell tuned to red, or a cell tuned to both, depending on the context, but less likely by a cell tuned to 10 degrees from vertical. Given the population firing rates from all responding cells (regardless of their optimal features) to the whole image, the saliency of a location may be phenomenologically measured by the z score z ≡ (S −S)/σ where S is the (highest) evoked response to that visual location,S is the mean response to the image, and σ is the standard deviation in the population response (Li 2002 A biologically based V1 model (2002) is used to demonstrate and validate the saliency map. The model ( Fig. 1 ) focuses on layer 2-3 of V1 where intra-cortical connections are prevalent. Each model pyramidal cell receives direct visual inputs within its CRF, mono-synaptic excitation and di-synaptic inhibition from local pyramidal cells tuned to similar orientations, and general orientation unspecific local surround suppression. The model produces the usual contextual influences observed physiologically. In particular, the response of a cell to an optimally oriented bar within its CRF is suppressed if the CRF is surrounded by contextual bars, with the strongest suppression from contextual bars oriented parallel to the central bar within the cell's CRF (termed iso-orientation suppression) and weakest suppression from contextual bars oriented orthogonally to the central bar (Knierim and vanEssen 1992 ) . The cell's response can be enhanced under low input contrast when contextual bars align with the central bar to form a smooth contour -colinear facilitation (Kapadia et al 1995) .
When the model is presented with visual stimuli resembling those in visual search and texture segmentation experiments, the strongest responses are located at or near the pop out targets or texture boundaries. In Fig (1) right, the cross pops out among the bars since its horizontal bar, the only one that does not experience any iso-orientation suppression from other (vertical) bars in the image, evokes the highest response in the image. Hence, iso-feature suppression (Li and Li 1994 ) is the neural basis for the ease of feature search (Treisman and Gelade 1980) . Similarly, sufficient orientation contrast at the border between two textures of uniformly oriented bars can pop out because a border bar, having half as many iso-oriented contextual neighbors as those of bars away from the border, evoke relatively higher responses (Fig. (1) left) . In Fig. (2A) the target vertical bar does not pop out among crosses since it is suppressed by other vertical bars in the neighboring crosses -hence Treisman's phenomenological rule that a target lacking a feature present in the background does not pop out (Treisman and Gelade 1980) . Also, a unique conjunction of two orientations (bars) is difficult to search in a background that includes both orientations, since neither oriented bar escapes from the iso-orientation suppression experienced by all background bars (on average). Fig(2A) and the right image in Fig ( 1) compose a trivial pair of search asymmetry, when the ease of search changes upon a target-distractor identity swap. Our V1 model also agrees (Li 2002 ) with human vision in subtler or weaker examples of search asymmetry (used by Treisman and Gormican 1988), such as searching for a circle among elipses and vice versa. These subtle asymmetries provided a severe test to our proposal and model since they can not be explained simply by the simple mechanism of iso-orientation suppression alone. Colinear facilitation and general surround suppression also contribute in these examples. The relative ease to search for a target in a more homogeneous background (with more similar distractors or more regular spatial configurations, Duncan and Hymphreys 1989, Rubinstein and Sagi 1990) is also understood in the model (Fig. (2C,D,E) . Iso-feature suppression between the distractors is stronger when the distractors are the same or similar, thus reducing background responses to make the target relatively more conspicu-ous. Regular spatial locations of the distractors enable each distractor to have the same or similar contextual environment. This makes the background responses homogeneous, or gives small standard deviation σ in the population responses, thus giving high z score z ∝ 1/σ for the target (Li 2002 ).
Basic features and conjunction searches explained by V1 saliency mechanism
According to our model, a feature dimension is a basic dimension to enable pop out when the following two neural bases are present: (1) V1 cells should be tuned to this feature dimension (e.g., orientation) in order to signal it, (2) the intra-cortical connections should be tuned to that dimension, such that they only link cells tuned to similar optimal feature values (e.g., orientation) to achieve the iso-feature (e.g., iso-orientation) suppression essential for popout. Thus, if conjunctions of features also meet these two criteria, i.e., both the cells and the intracortical connections are tuned to conjunctions of features, pop out of a target defined by a conjunction of features, say a red-vertical target among green vertical and red horizontal distractors, is feasible. Hence, a conjunction of two orientations (or more generally, two sufficiently different features within a single feature dimension) does not pop out since individual V1 cells are not simultaneously tuned to two sufficiently different orientations. Color-orientation conjunction search is typically difficult (Wolfe 1998) , since V1 cells are more likely to be either color or orientation tuned and less likely to be conjunctively tuned to both (Livingstone and Hubel 1984, Li 2002) . That a conjunction of motion and orientation (or stereo and motion, Wolfe 1998) can pop out is consistent with V1 physiology that cells are conjunctively tuned to motion and orientation, or stereo and motion. Furthermore, these psychophysical observations predict that the intra-cortical connections must be conjunctively tuned to optimal features of the linked cells in both feature dimensions e.g., motion direction and orientation (Li 2002) . With input of a unique conjunction target among many distractor conjunctions, the conjunction cell tuned to the target has the highest response by escaping isoconjunction suppression that are present on cells responding to distractors. Snowden (1998) observed that, although these tasks depend only on Randomizing colors of the stimulus bars increases the response levels (and variations) in the color tuned cells, submerging the responses from the orientation tuned cells to the texture border but not that to the search target. Hence, texture segmentation task, but not the search task, is impaired. Note that in uniform color stimuli, the saliency of the target is much higher than that of the texture border against their respective background.
Saliency and interactions between feature dimensions
the orientation feature of the bars, the texture segmentation became difficult when each stimulus bar was randomly assigned a color from two choices (say red and green), whereas the orientation search task remained easy under the same color randomization (Fig. 3) . (Nothdurft (1997) also observed interference of luminance variations on orientation based texture segmentation.) Such color interference is comprehensible in our framework by noting the changes in saliencies of the target bar or the texture border under the color randomization. Let each colored bar evoke responses from both orientation tuned cells insensitive to color and color tuned cells insensitive to orientation (omitting for simplicity, without changing our conclusion, the minority of cells tuned conjunctively to color and orientation). We consider stimuli such that each colored bar, when presented alone, evoke comparable responses in the corresponding color and orientation tuned cells, and assume that the iso-orientation and iso-color suppressions have comparable strength. With uniform color stimuli, both the color and orientation tuned cells responding to a background bar (i.e., away from the target or texture border) experience iso-feature (iso-color or iso-orientation) suppression and give suppressed responses of similar levels. Meanwhile, the orientation tuned cells responding to the target or the texture border bars are relatively more active since they experience no or weaker iso-orientation suppression, respectively, making the target or the border pop out. Note, however, the orientation tuned cell responding to the target bar, the only one with no contextual neighbors of the same orientation, is much more active than those responding to the texture border bars (Fig. 3) . When the bar colors are randomized, the number of iso-color contextual neighbors of any bar is halved on average, making the color tuned cell less suppressed. Furthermore, their iso-color suppression is of similar magnitude as the isoorientation suppression experienced by the orientation tuned cells responding to the texture border, since each border bar has also half of its contextual neighbors of the same feature (orientation). Thus the response to the border (from the orientation tuned cells) is submerged by the background responses from the color tuned cells, making the border less conspicuous. Meanwhile, in the single target search stimulus, the orientation tuned cell responding to the target is still the most active against the background of the more active color tuned cells, since it is the only excited cell not experiencing any iso-feature suppression (Fig. 3) . Hence, pop-out is not impaired. Therefore, the essential reasons for color interference in these orientation feature based tasks are (1) object saliency rather than subject scrutiny plays a larger role in such tasks and (2) saliency is regardless of the feature dimension(s) of cells signalling it -hence the activity of a color tuned cell signalling saliency of one bar is compared with the activity of an orientation tuned cell signaling saliency of another bar to see which bar is more salient. Note that activities of the color tuned cell and the orientation tuned cell responding to the same location (bar) are not summed up linearly or nonlinearly to signal the saliency of this location (bar) (See [SALIENCE OF FEATURE CONTRAST] and Nothdurft 1997 for a different perspective). Otherwise, the border should be more salient than predicted, since the border highlight from orientation activities superposed on a planar background of color activities, albeit enhanced, leads still to the relative border highlight. From our analysis above, we can predict that drawing color randomly from more color choices should make the tasks even more difficult, by further reducing the iso-color suppresion on the color tuned cells. This prediction is recently confirmed (Zhaoping and Snowden 2003).
Discussions
V1 is the largest visual area in the brain. The cells' CRFs are smaller and under weaker attentional influences than those in higher visual areas. Hence the saliency map should be roughly stable and have a satisfactory spatial resolution. Neurons beyond V1 were found to have their activities correlate with saliencies (Gottlieb 1998 
